Horseshoe Bay Terminal Development Plan
What We Heard Summary| Phase 4 Engagement

Overview: Phase 4 Engagement
Project Background
The time has come to rethink Horseshoe Bay terminal, from the services it provides to the look and
functionality of its design. We know that some of the terminal infrastructure is aging and needs to
be replaced. We also know that the terminal in its current configuration is at capacity, making it
difficult and sometimes uncomfortable for you to travel and for our Horseshoe Bay neighbours to
fully enjoy their community. In addition, we are looking ahead at how technology and travel
patterns are changing.
Your input is the cornerstone of our short- and long-term efforts on the site and will help to shape
the future design and functionality of the terminal alongside our operational, financial, regulatory
and other requirements. We have undertaken an extensive engagement effort to support the
development of a Horseshoe Bay Terminal Development Plan, the plan that guides the 25 year
vision for the future of the terminal. Our engagement efforts began in early 2018 and consisted of
five different phases of engagement.
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In the first two phases of engagement multiple stakeholder meetings and workshops helped us
better understand the role of the Horseshoe Bay terminal for customers and communities, and
identify five key design themes to keep in mind during the planning process:

In the third phase of engagement we worked together with over 1,500 stakeholders, employees,
and community members to turn these themes into nine design drivers that were used to guide
the development of conceptual designs for the terminal:

In phase three we also engaged participants in developing a visual profile to guide the
architectural look and feel of design concepts. For more information on the design drivers and
visual profile, please follow this link:
https://www.bcferries.com/files/AboutBCF/publicconsultation/terminal-development/2018design-drivers-visual-profile-phase4.pdf.
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Phase 4 Engagement
During Phase 4, we continued our engagement efforts to review and gather feedback on a twophased draft terminal concept, and to understand how well the proposed concepts met
community needs.
A key aspect of Phase 4 engagement has been meeting with partner organizations including
representatives from the District of West Vancouver who provided important insight into how
terminal concepts meshed with streetscape, park, trail, and transportation plans for Horseshoe
Bay village. Later in phase four, these meetings also sought to ensure that terminal concept
planning took into account the outcomes of local area planning efforts for Horseshoe Bay village.
We were excited to find that some of the working principles identified through Phase One of the
District’s Local Area Planning process are also ideas we heard throughout our engagement process,
including:
 Enhancing the community hub and commercial offerings that compliment the community
character
 Keeping the architecture interesting to offer a welcoming environment
 Creating better access to and through the village for all modes of transportation
 Creating gathering space for people to connect
In addition to the District of West Vancouver, stakeholder meetings also included representatives
from the Ministry of Transportation (MoTI) and TransLink who provided insight into how potenti al
changes at the terminal would impact surrounding networks and transit service. The input received
from these key stakeholders informed critical aspects of design and planning throughout Phase 4.
In addition to stakeholder meetings, we held multiple engagement events through September and
October 2019 to gather feedback on the design concepts for the terminal, including:


Online engagement: September 17 – October 25, 2019
o We provided an online interactive engagement opportunity to capture feedback
from a broader audience of BC Ferries users



Community open house: October 7, 2019
o All were welcome at this come-and-go style event. Invitations were sent to every
household in Horseshoe Bay village in early September.



Stakeholder workshops: September 16 and October 7, 2019
o We held small-group stakeholder workshops with our community, government and
agency partners, as well as Ferry Advisory Committee representatives to gather
focused input on our plans.
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Pop-up events: October 9 and October 10, 2019
o We held four pop-up events on board vessels on the Horseshoe Bay-Langdale and
Snug Cove-Horseshoe Bay routes to engage commuters in the online engagement
and discuss general feedback.



Presentation of draft concepts to Municipal and Regional Councils:
o September 17: Presentation to District of West Vancouver Council
o October 17: Presentation to Sunshine Coast Regional District Board –
Transportation Committee
o October 28: Presentation to Bowen Island Municipal Council

Phased Approach to Terminal Development
We are planning a phased approach to terminal development as we explore ways to improve the
travel experience through the terminal and enhance the vibrancy of the Horseshoe Bay
community, all while working within budget and operational constraints. We are planning a phased
approach which could include:
Phase 1: we will focus on
infrastructure upgrades to make
the terminal more efficient,
allowing you to get home or to your
destination more easily, while
setting ourselves up for Phase 2.
Potential Phase 1 improvements
include:
 holding area upgrades
 berth interoperability
 a second exit road
 berth realignment
 canopy and addition to foot
passenger and administration
building
 improved access between the
village and highway
 new foot passenger walkway,
washrooms and lounge
Phase 2: we would like to transform the terminal – our home in Horseshoe Bay village – into a hub
that complements and enhances the community. We envision creating a transportation hub for
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pedestrians, cyclists, transit, and vehicles and a community hub with commercial space, easy
access to/from the village, and integration with the Horseshoe Bay Local Area Plan.

This Report
This report provides a summary of the feedback that we received from stakeholders and the
public, both in-person and online during Phase 4 of engagement. The feedback contained in this
report is now being reviewed by the project team and will be used alongside operational, financial,
regulatory and other requirements to help refine plans and develop a final approved Terminal
Development Plan for Horseshoe Bay.
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Overview of key stakeholder engagement
Stakeholder workshops
There were 31 participants in two stakeholder workshops held on September 16 and October 7,
2019. Workshop participants included key stakeholders, customers, and community members from
West Vancouver, Bowen Island, the Sunshine Coast (South and North), and Horseshoe Bay village.
During the workshops, participants engaged in a presentation on the current state of the
Horseshoe Bay Terminal Development Plan as well as the results from Phase 3 engagement.
Participants were provided an overview of the phased approach envisioned for the site’s
revitalization, as well as an introduction to the draft design concepts.
To collect feedback, participants gathered around a large format, table-top map of the concepts.
We asked participants for feedback on each of the proposed phased improvements, as well as for
general feedback. Notes were captured by facilitators and in post-it notes on the maps. In
Appendix A, you can find the scanned maps with the commentary provided by participants.

Presentations to Councils
In addition to stakeholder workshops, presentations were made to key stakeholder municipalities
including the District of West Vancouver, Sunshine Coast Regional District Board Transportation
Committee, and Bowen Island Municipal Council. The input provided through these presentations
aligned closely with the feedback gathered during stakeholder workshops as outlined below.
When asked for general feedback on the Phase 1 site improvements as well as the proposed road
network changes, stakeholders noted the following comments, gathered into key themes below.
Key theme

Feedback

Flow and capacity





Accessibility and
safety






Concerns about the ease of connection to the terminal from Highway
99
Support for a second exit road
Concerns about traffic and back-up that occurs at the terminal on long
weekends and holidays
Need for better bicycle access and safe bicycle storage options to be
implemented during Phase 1
Desire for bicycle lanes along roads for safer and easier access to and
from the terminal for cyclists
Need for improved access for seniors to terminal and ticketing
Consideration for people traveling with pets, such as:
o Covered waiting space
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Integrated
transportation and
future proofing



Integration with the
village







o Green space for pets
Consideration for people traveling with large items (i.e. kayaks,
canoes), such as:
o Covered waiting space
o Storage space to stow items while buying tickets
o Easier access to ferries
Concerns around ticketing – the importance of improving efficiency
and accessibility around ticketing for walk-on passengers
Concerns about Keith Road, such as:
o Difficulty navigating and traffic concerns
o Safety concerns for crossing Keith Road
o Ensuring easy access to village for trucks and local businesses
Safe access/passage for pedestrians to the terminal (from the village
and from the holding area)
Desire for mode-share options (pedestrian and cycling facilities) to be
implemented in Phase 1 instead of waiting for Phase 2
Need more emphasis on transit and integration with TransLink and BC
Transit
Prioritize noise mitigation
o Reduce noise during construction
o Reduce noise from the public address system
o Speed mitigation measures would help control noise level of
vehicles departing terminal
Desire for affordable housing in the village and consideration for
providing residential housing at the terminal

Terminal
improvements





Support for the canopy addition
Desire for signage about ride-sharing as it becomes available
Ensuring BC Ferries considers its role in reducing greenhouse gas
emissions by implementing more environmentally friendly practices

Cost



Concerns about the cost of this project and justification of the
increased expense

When asked for general feedback on the Phase 2 design concept as well as the proposed road
network changes, workshop participants noted the following comments, gathered into key themes
below.
Key theme

Feedback

Flow and capacity





Support for the second exit road
Desire for clarification regarding the preferred alignment for cyclists
to connect to the Spirit Trail
Poor holding area traffic flow and desire for better traffic
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management and efficiency for loading and unloading
Concerns related to increased traffic in the bus waiting area from ride
sharing and other transit
Desire for traffic mitigation on Keith Road
Difficulty transferring between ferries (long U-Turn route) and
connecting to new destinations (i.e. Langdale to Whistler)
General concerns around meeting the increased demand for ferry
service
Impact of ride-sharing services and the ability for pedestrian and
vehicle traffic to move in and out of the terminal easily

Accessibility and
safety




Desire for increased bicycle storage
Need for safe, clearly marked passage for people to walk from the
holding lot to the village

Integrated
transportation and
future proofing



Need to future proof transportation connections and changing mode
shares (i.e., more bicycles and fewer cars)
Importance of understanding and aligning with transit connections

Integration with the
village








Terminal
improvements










Desire to make sure that people still experience and travel through
the village, instead of staying at the new terminal building
Desire for commercial opportunities at the site that do not contradict
existing local business
Support for the publicly accessible plaza
Importance of engaging with the Horseshoe Bay village community
throughout the redevelopment of the site
Consideration to advance some improvements from Phase 2 to Phase
1, particularly cycling improvements Support for the overall
architectural design
Support for the green roof design
Consideration for lighting around bus bays
Desire for more parking overall
o Need for short and long-term parking
o Need for affordable weekly parking
o Challenge of current parking shortages
Consideration for a redesigned ticket booth
Support for better wifi through the terminal
Support charging stations for electric vehicles (EVs) and battery
charging for bike batteries through the terminal

Stakeholders were also asked what they would like to see in the publicly accessible or commercial
space envisioned for the new terminal building. Participants noted a desire for food options
(especially for options that stay open later and align with later ferry departures), local art displays,
meetings space for after-hours use, as well as more commercial opportunities. They also raised the
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importance of maintaining the integrity of the existing businesses in Horseshoe Bay village, and
that travelers should experience the village, and not just the terminal.
Additional feedback provided by The British Columbia Cycling Coalition noted the strong desire for
better conditions for cyclists in the terminal. A copy of a letter submitted by the Coalition is
included in Appendix B. The letter calls for cycling improvements to be included in the first phase
of terminal redevelopment.

Overview of in-person public engagement
Open house
On October 7, 2019 66 members of the public attended an open house at the Gleneagles Golf
Course. Invitations were sent to every household in Horseshoe Bay village in early September.
During the open house, attendees were able to engage with members of the project team ,
including project-specific engineers, architects, and BC Ferries staff as they viewed display boards
on the background of the project and proposed phases of potential redevelopment.
In addition to providing feedback through conversations with the team, a ttendees wrote
suggestions and comments on post-it notes on a “Have Your Say” scrawl wall (see Appendix C.1).
Attendees also engaged in an interactive map exercise, marking their likes and dislikes in green
and red stickers on Phase 1 and Phase 2 table top maps (see Appendix C.2).
The major themes that we heard during the open house largely mirrored the feedback gathered
during stakeholder workshops, including the following:
Key theme

Feedback

Flow and capacity






Accessibility and
safety





Support for a second exit road
Consideration for highway upgrades to accommodate the additional
exit road traffic
Concern about highway traffic backups on holidays and long
weekends
Changes to Phase 1 road network changes, to loop traffic around,
instead of through Keith Road
Move ticket booths closer to the terminal (down the hill)
Support for the closure of Bay Street
Need for improved bicycle access
o There should be better access between the terminal and
highway
o There should be better access to ticketing and a waiting area
for people traveling by bicycle
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Integrated
transportation and
future proofing




o These improvements should be incorporated in Phase 1
Concern that plans feels like they are car-centric, and desire to move
toward a greener, multi-modal focus
Desire for better coordination between transit and ferries

Greening of the
terminal





Methods to minimize harbour waves
Minimize the impact on marine life and the environment
Support to add trees to better capture carbon

Integration with the
village



Concern about the new development fitting within the quaint village
of Horseshoe Bay
Consideration for the new terminal being knit into the village through
urban design
Support of noise reduction being included through Phase 1
o Concerns about blasting
o Concern about the current noise from the terminal
loudspeakers
o Support for the replacement of the terminal PA system with
texts and message boards
o Concern about noise from motorcycles departing terminal




Community space






Terminal
improvements









Desire for the community space to support local business
Support for a play area for children
Support for increased opportunities for commercial space
Desire to ensure terminal commercial spaces don’t draw customers
away from Horseshoe Bay businesses
Consideration for increased parking options at the site, both shortand long-term
Support for an improved waiting area for foot passengers
Support for the green roof and a desire for pedestrian access to the
green roof
Consideration for terminal signage to direct people to the village –
including distances
Support for skylights to the building in Phase 2
Support for a lot of seating throughout the terminal
Concern for the use of too much concrete

Pop-Up Events
Pop-up events held on October 9 and 10, 2019 provided Bowen Island and Langdale commuters
with an opportunity to engage in-person with an engagement outreach team. Over 40 commuters
participated in pop-up events and had the opportunity to fill out the online survey on iPads and
chat with team members to provide their feedback.
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In sharing feedback on Phase 1, we heard traffic and efficiency concerns including:
 Bus traffic through the village seems inefficient – questions regarding a better route
 Concern regarding southbound traffic into the ferry terminal
 Concern regarding a vehicle bottleneck leading up to the ticket booth and into the holding
area
 Frustration from truck drivers about sitting in traffic and missing ferries
In relation to terminal improvements, we heard a strong desire for better pedestrian walkway
access to and from the terminal. Passengers expressed concern about the state of the berths,
given that the infrastructure is aging.
Phase 2 feedback included approval for the overall look and feel of the proposed new terminal
building, especially for the green roof. People expressed a desire for a shaded area in the holding
lot and for increased shaded options for pets.
Generally, there was support for the improvements and positive reception of BC Ferries services.
There were questions raised around the decision to invest in building upgrades during Phase 1,
given that the terminal building will be rebuilt completely in Phase 2. Some individuals expressed a
desire for more frequent sailings.

Overview of online public engagement
Participation overview
In addition to in-person workshops, we conducted an online engagement from September 17 to
October 25, 2019. The online engagement used the platform Ethelo, and provided the opportunity
to comment on both phases of the terminal redevelopment, as well as provide suggestions for
desired use of the public and commercial space.
The engagement was promoted to residents of Horseshoe Bay village, the Sunshine Coast, Bowen
Island, West Vancouver, and the Sea-to-Sky corridor through a Facebook advertising campaign,
including additional promotions specifically to Bowen Island and the Sunshine Coast. Additionally,
printed materials, post cards, and digital advertisements on BC Ferries vessels helped to direct
participants to the engagement.
The engagement drew:
 5,944 online visitors
 An average online participation rate of 19.2%
Participation in Phase 1 Improvements section:
 1,080 online participants in the Phase 1 efficiency improvements voting exercise
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2,675 online participants in Phase 1 design benefits voting exercise
394 participants in road network changes voting exercise

Participation in Phase 2 Improvements section:
 917 online participants in the Phase 2 multi-modal transportation hub voting exercise
 911 online participants in the Phase 2 community hub voting exercise
 913 online participants in the Phase 2 design concept voting exercise
 2,975 online participants in the Phase 2 design benefits voting exercise
 300 online participants in road network changes voting exercise
 492 online participants in public and retail space voting exercise
Participant demographics:
 The participants age ranges were primarily distributed across 5 groups:
o 55-64 years old (23.1%)
o 35-44 years old (21.1%)
o 65+ years old (18%)
o 45-54 years old (17.5%)
o 25-34 years old (16.5%)


Routes most frequently travelled by participants were:
o West Vancouver to Nanaimo (43.4%)
o West Vancouver to Sunshine Coast (35.7%)
o West Vancouver to Bowen Island (14.4%)

Extending the online engagement period
During our active engagement period, we heard from our Sunshine Coast and Bowen Island
communities that they would like more opportunity to be informed and provide input on the plan.
In response we extended our engagement period and added several communication and
engagement activities to ensure we heard from all coastal communities serviced by the terminal.
Our additional activities included:
1. Adding two weeks to the online engagement period
2. Targeted communications to the Sunshine Coast and Bowen Island communities to ensure
all communities served by the Horseshoe Bay terminal were informed and aware of the
opportunity to participate in engagement
3. Customer engagement events on board routes to Langdale and Snug Cove
4. Presentations to Bowen Island Municipal Council, Sunshine Coast Regional District Board
Transportation Advisory Committee, and our Sunshine Coast, Gambier-Keats, and Bowen
Island Ferry Advisory Committee members
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Overview of results
Phase 1 engagement questions
A. Phase 1 improvements voting exercise
Participants were asked to indicate if they supported the Phase 1 approach to improve efficiencies
with the existing terminal building and site using a scale of Strongly Oppose to Strongly Support.
The exercise received 899 votes and resulted in 72% participant support.
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Strongly Oppose
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B. Phase 1 design benefits
Participants were also asked which Phase 1 key terminal changes they felt would benefit them
most. 2,675 responses were collected. Selecting from a list of pre-populated options, the top
identified benefits were:
 The addition of a second exit road
 Upgrades to the holding area and berths
 Upgrades to the foot passenger walkway, washrooms and waiting lounge

Addition of second exit road
Operational efficiencies through holding area upgrades
and berth realignment
A new foot passenger walkway, washrooms and waiting
lounge
A new canopy and an addition to the foot passenger and
administrative building
A new exit from Keith Road to provide improved access
between the village and the highway
Other
Noise mitigation barriers to reduce sounds from the
holding area and roads
0
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Participant votes

400

600

800
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Participants who selected ‘Other’ provided additional benefits and suggestions through an openended feedback area. Commonly identified themes in this area included:
 Improving access for transitioning between ferry routes
 Improved waiting rooms and facilities
 Improved accessibility support for the elderly and disabled
 Improved amenities and infrastructure for passengers who cycle
C. Phase 1 road network changes
Participants were asked to provide their comments on the proposed road network changes for
Phase 1. This question received 394 responses and identified the following major themes, listed in
order of greatest to least concern:
Key theme

Feedback

Incorporate
infrastructure for
cyclists



Secondary exit
road traffic flow



Participants felt that the intersection where the second exit road joined
the main exit road presented a potential bottleneck for traffic

Traffic impacts to
village



Several comments expressed concern regarding any potential increases
to traffic through the village of Horseshoe Bay
Increased stress placed on village infrastructure, such as parking spaces
and access roads by ferry users, was also raised as a concern




Additional support
for foot
passengers





Additional
integration with
the public transit
system





Many comments focused on improving the loading and offloading
infrastructure to improve safety and accessibility for cyclists
Participants identified narrow spaces unsuited to larger touring bikes,
shared offloading lanes with motor vehicles, and lack of dedicated
cycling amenities such as parking areas and lanes as key issues to be
addressed

Some participants felt that the road changes prioritized vehicle traffic
while not providing enough access for pedestrians
Comments in this section called for improved access for foot traffic
between the village and the terminal, expanded walkways and
sidewalks, and improved waiting areas
Accommodations for foot passengers with oversized luggage such as
kayaks was also identified
Participants felt that public transit could be further integrated with the
redesign at this phase, including placing the bus loop closer to the
terminal, adjusting the traffic flow to provide busses with more direct
access to the terminal, and providing more sheltered areas for bus
passengers
Participants also felt that the scheduling and bus availability could be
better coordinated with the ferry schedule.
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Easier transition
between ferry
routes



Another common theme was easier cross-sailing access for passengers
to transfer from one ferry to another without having to exit and reenter the terminal
Participants noted that if taking a vehicle from the Sunshine Coast to
Nanaimo or vice-versa, the drive out to the highway and back to the
terminal was a considerable inconvenience

Phase 2 engagement questions
A. Phase 2 transportation hub voting exercise
For Phase 2, participants were asked to indicate if they supported the idea of creating a multimodal transportation hub at the Horseshoe Bay terminal which would enhance transit connections
for public transit users, pedestrians, and cyclists. Participants were provided with renderings of
how the site could appear and asked to express their level of support on a scale of Strongly Oppose
to Strongly Support. The exercise received 846 votes and resulted in 76% participant support.
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B. Phase 2 Community Hub Voting Exercise
Participants were also asked to indicate if they support the idea of creating a community hub at
the terminal for Phase 2 of the redesign. The proposed hub design would aim to support the local
community and economy by including commercial space for businesses that complement the
character of the community, and integrating a public plaza with the waterfront. Participants were
asked to express their level of support on a scale of Strongly Oppose to Strongly Support. The
exercise received 809 votes and resulted in 70% participant support.
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C. Phase 2 Design Concept Voting Exercise
Lastly, participants were asked to indicate if they felt the Phase 2 design concept aligned with their
ideas for Horseshoe Bay village, as identified through the previous design drivers and engagement
phases. To inform their feedback, participants were shown several renderings of the draft terminal
concept and potential commercial and public spaces. The exercise received 785 votes and resulted
in 70% participant support.
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D. Phase 2 Design Benefits
Participants were asked which Phase 2 key terminal changes they felt would benefit them most.
2,975 responses were collected. Selecting from a list of pre-populated options, the top identified
benefits were:
 Easy access to and through the terminal
 Expanded transit bays and taxi area
 Development of an underground parking and pick-up/drop-off area
 Integration with the waterfront park
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Easy access to and through the terminal for foot
passengers, cyclists, transit and vehicles
Expanded transit bays and taxi area
Underground parking and pick-up/drop-off area
Integration with the waterfront park
Publicly accessible plaza space
New terminal building
Leasable commercial space that complements community
character
Other
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Participants who selected ‘Other’ provided additional benefits and suggestions through an openended feedback area. Commonly identified themes in this area included:




Improved accessibility options and support for the elderly and disabled, as well as staging
areas for foot passengers with oversized luggage such as kayaks
Additional facilities such as washrooms and sheltered waiting areas
Integration with alternative transit options including buses and parking for car -share
programs

E. Phase 2 Road Network Changes
Participants were asked to provide their comments on the proposed road network changes f or
Phase 2, particularly regarding the closure of Bay Street. This question received 300 responses with
a high degree of support for the proposed closure. Additional themes identified are included in the
table below, listed in order of greatest to least concern:
Key theme

Feedback

Traffic flow and
integration with
the village



Prioritized bus
and public transit
access







Many participants supported the closure of Bay Street if it minimized
traffic impacts on the village
Participants stressed that separating ferry and village vehicle volumes
and creating a manageable flow of traffic to the highway was a priority
Several participants echoed Phase 1 comments calling for dedicated
infrastructure for buses and pedestrian walkways
Desire to improve service for transit users while creating a safer
environment for foot passengers
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Additional vehicle
infrastructure and
express lanes



Safety and
amenities for
cyclists







Expanded vehicle infrastructure including long-term parking and
charging stations for electric vehicles were identified as priority areas
Desire to include the creation of an express or reservation-only lane as
part of the terminal upgrade was also expressed
Similar to the Phase 1 road network comments, participants identified
the creation of dedicated bike infrastructure and lanes for loading and
off-loading from ferries as an area of focus, particularly with regard to
increasing safety and protective measures
Participants also expressed desire for a monitored bicycle storage area
and amenities.

F. Phase 2 Public and Retail Space
Participants were asked how they would like to see the proposed retail and public space used as
part of the Phase 2 terminal draft design. Participants were provided with an open feedba ck area
to provide suggestions; 492 responses were collected.
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Local artisan and art spaces
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Grocery store or market
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The following key themes were identified in the responses:
Key theme

Feedback

Desire to avoid
competition with
local business




Many participants were supportive of increasing commercial
development in the terminal as long as it did not compete with the
existing businesses in the village
The majority of participants showed a preference for local businesses
and artisans and were opposed to the introduction of chains or
franchises.
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Passenger
amenities and pet
areas




Retail space
preferences




No commercial
space



Several comments focused on the need for larger areas for passengers
to take pets while waiting for a sailing; they also stressed the need for
covered areas to keep pets during the summer
Additionally, participants expressed a desire for more seating and
waiting amenities including a wi-fi enabled work lounge and additional
washroom facilities
The most commonly suggested use for retail space within the terminal
was for convenience-store style businesses where passengers could
purchase travel essentials, souvenirs, and books
The majority of responses regarding retail space also highlighted a
desire to see products from local artisans and Indigenous artists.
65 respondents (13.2%) indicated that they did not want to see any
commercial use for the space at all, preferring the terminal be used
strictly for transport and commuting purposes
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Project next steps
The next steps for the project will include:
 Finalizing the Terminal Development Plan, including the design concepts within the plan
 Refining the phasing of the plans and identifying preliminary costing
 Prioritizing phased changes based on available capital funding
The Horseshoe Bay Terminal Development Plan is a long-term plan for the future of the terminal.
Implementation of the plan will take place over several years, and will be subject to available
resources.
In general, the key steps in the Terminal Development planning process are:

Key step

Step 1 – Planning
Timeline: now

Step 2 – First phase of
detailed design
Timeline: 2-4 years
Step 3 – First phase of
construction
Timeline: 5+ years out
Step 4 – Future phases of
detailed design and
construction
Timeline: 10+ years out

Description

Outcome

Engage with communities and
customers to explore ways of
improving the efficiency of the
terminal and service through the
terminal, as well as the
community and customer
experience of Horseshoe Bay
terminal over the long term.

Draft design concepts to
inform the Terminal
Development Plan (the
document that will guide
terminal redevelopment).

Engage communities and
customers in the detailed design
of the first phase of changes for
the terminal.

A finalized terminal design for
the first phase of changes that
will be used for construction.

Engage communities and
customers in planning for service
impacts resulting from the first
phase of construction of the
terminal.

Communities and customers
remain involved and informed
as the terminal construction
progresses.

Engage communities and
customers in the detailed design
of future phases of change and
construction for the terminal.

Finalized designs for future
phases of construction.
Communities and customers
involved and informed as
future construction moves
forward.
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Appendix A:
Stakeholder workshop tabletop maps

Appendix A.1 – September 16 workshop tabletop maps

Appendix A.2 – October 7 workshop tabletop maps - Group 1

Appendix A.3 – October 7 workshop tabletop maps - Group 2

Appendix B:
Letter from The British
Columbia Cycling Coalition

Appendix C:
Open House Feedback

Appendix C.1 – October 7 Open House scrawl wall (page 1)

Appendix C.1 – October 7 Open House scrawl wall (page 2)

Appendix C.2 – October 7 Open House table top maps

